[Role of gastroesophageal reflux in asthma in infants and young children].
Gastroesophageal reflux (GER) occurs more frequently in asthmatic children than in general population. Esophageal pH recording data may be somewhat particular. The debate on GER increasing bronchial obstruction or GER being a parallel phenomenon remains controversial. Hypotheses are: acid microaspirations giving bronchospasm, vagally-transmitted reflex, or more probably coexisting phenomena. Pulmonary contamination is rarely seen during esophageal scintigraphy. Asthma symptoms are rarely clearly correlated to acid reflux episodes in pH-recording studies. However the esophageal acid infusion test may increase bronchial obstruction in adult asthmatics. Basically, when should one seek GER in asthmatic children? Many authors keep this for asthmatic children not responding to conventional treatment, also keeping in mind that GER-specific therapy efficacy is often difficult to appreciate in such patients. Briefly, one may speculate that GER improves with bronchodilator treatment in most cases.